New suppressors of signal-sequence mutations, prlG, are linked tightly to the secE gene of Escherichia coli.
Analysis of more than 100 extragenic suppressors of the lamB14D signal-sequence mutation (changes Val in the hydrophobic core region at position 14 to Asp) has revealed alterations that appear to lie at prlA (secY) and secA (prlD), two loci known to be mutable to suppressor alleles, and a new suppressor termed prlG. One allele of the new suppressor class, prlG1, has been characterized in some detail. This suppressor counteracts, to some degree, the export defect conferred by a variety of signal-sequence mutations in two different genes, lamB and malE. Genetic analysis shows that the dominant suppressor mutations are linked tightly to, and probably allelic with, the gene secE. This result, coupled with data obtained with conditional-lethal alleles of secE, argues strongly that SecE is an important component of the cellular protein export machinery in Escherichia coli.